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Volunteer Generation, or Generational Volunteers?
At YouthBuild, one of SALS major partners, the recruiting and hosting of volunteers is referred to as volunteer generation. I have always liked the sound of volunteer
generation as it has the word generation. Not only does
          
the number of volunteers who serve, but also describes
a new generation of those who care. Our volunteers this
season has captured both of these descriptions. March
brought us hundreds of college age volunteers who mentored our youth, befriended them and inspired them. In the
following months leading up to summer and fall we hosted
volunteers from all over the world. They mingled with our
youth, shared their lives with them and taught them about
parts of the world that they knew nothing about.
The college students came when spring had brought
a sense of renewal to our project. How appropriate for students to arrive at such a time. They brought such energy
and a new sense of optimism that was so badly needed
for our project and are the same generation. The students
provide a very necessary service that we are unable to
provide to our youth. They speak the same language, they
listen to the same music, they understand life on a level
that most of our staff cannot comprehend. This shared
culture is what binds them over the week that they spend
together. The students give our youth of a glimpse of what
         
Virginia. They also bring a fresh new vision of what could
be. The students make observations and provide suggestions to a staff that is sometimes too close a problem to
            
unbiased and innocent opinion on a problem that I may
have wrestled with for months. So, the youthful volunteer
inspires and perhaps teaches all of us here in a way that
is priceless.
Our partnership with another group, Global Volunteers, brings volunteers from all across the globe travel to
   !"   #$#    
students, these professionals from all walks of life inspire
our youth and become mentors to them. Often times while
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Global Volunteers pause for a farewell photo with our sign

serving several weeks at a time, the youth get the unique
opportunity of spending quality time with a professional
who can share what it is like living outside of our small
county and succeeding at what ever occupation they
may have. Once again this is a priceless service that the
   %       
   #       
eight hours a day for a week or two?
Volunteer generation, generational volunteers?
Either way our volunteers challenge us, inspire us, teach
us, and mentor us.

To the thousand or so volunteers who have
logged over 60,000 service hours this year alone
we send... a Big Heartfelt Thanks!
Artie Mullins, Volunteer Coordinator
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Gary Fox
The story of a man who survived his
tour of duty in the Vietnam War,
but not his work as a coal
miner back here at home.

Below: Gary Fox, underground with the roof bolting
machine he operated, driving rods into the mine’s ceiling
to prevent a cave-in.

Richard Naeye, a coauthor of the pathology
standards for diagnosing
black lung, who said that
by John Cline, Attorney & SALS Board member
& W5  
C  & '     
#
 DX [  W
lung claim in January of 2007. He was a soft-spoken and
report put Elk Run’s
thoughtful man, who had been discharged from the Army
'     
after recovering from a serious injury to his right foot while
notice that Gary not only
 (     #  ( 
    
coal miner for 32 years. His last 13 years were with Elk
of complicated black
)* +/4 
lung but also silicosis
   *&  56    
that could pose an even
         * greater risk to Gary’s
ologist said that he needed a double lung transplant, and
health. Elk Run then
a little more than two years later, Gary was still on the
turned to Dr. Raphael
transplant list when he died of complicated black lung.
 *  
%    '    4 %  
  
and Safety Act and the federal black lung program were
   \]  *   &   C  *
not able to protect him from the highly questionable tactics 5     D
8#)       9#
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Kelly that represented Elk Run - tactics that hopefully, the
&       C#         
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:;;<*  ( =>   5         
coniosis Board advised Gary that the appearance of his
upper lung.
'@     C     D
X         '  or complicated black lung but urged him to follow up with
gists and possibly a third pathologist at Johns Hopkins
his treating physician at the VA hospital to be certain that
that Gary had a serious and progressive pulmonary dis  :;;F*    5
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cm mass from Gary’s right upper lung. The local patholo
    '        
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was primarily being asked to rule out cancer) to convince
After recovering from the lung surgery, Gary went
  '    4 '  
#  #   
' 
have black lung. In fact, during the deposition of one pullater that he should get out of the dust. To do so, he need-   ' *8#)W    #x
         
X # X ) P    
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#
4 '   #Q     
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  P Q  that point was still mild, so the state black lung program
dence at his hand when he reviewed this case?
  :5U  *
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             x
coverage for his complicated black lung regardless of the
C #      *    
degree of impairment because it is a progressive disease. hope so, because all of the evidence, as I’ve out& W
# '    
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were quite possibly complicated black lung, and accordcourse, is that Elk Run’s lawyer had not given its own
ingly, the Department of Labor issued a decision awarding   '         
&   #      
        #
age. Elk Run, however, appealed the award, and even af-   '  *X [   X 
    '     
that Gary had complicated black lung, Elk Run continued
     
Continued on page fourteen
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Director’s Report
By John David
+ '  * 
   
  {+${{      
         
opportunities to take their place. This is important because the number of young adults eligible for our training/
education program and the need for affordable housing
have never been greater.
/ #  ' *
SALS now owns a half dozen older homes in Oak Hill,
Ansted, Gauley Bridge, and Montgomery that are being
rehabilitated for those who cannot afford a new home. A
   ~{X+   #
will help repair one of them. In addition, buildable sites
have been obtained in the Kincaid area for upcoming
development.
Volunteers have continued to provide valuable
services to our program. This past summer was a suc    &( *&  * 
 + {  >  _+{>z+ ' 
\5]  & 
  X4  { 
Belle as they completed 40 homes in the Upper Kanawha
(       +{>
  
 {+${% =#%{   #:5  
 >    
{+${  '
%X   = _%X=z   
several adjacent areas including the Upper Kanawha
(  )  {     
       
counseling, a service that helps families obtain and keep
homes.
To help people deal with change, SALS received
modest support to provide community assisters for the
4  8' @/  

  4% *=#%*"   #*4*   *{+${    
food pantries and distribution centers thanks to continued
   84+  4  "#
"  {+${  "   #
and the Historic Oak Hill School received maintenance/repair work in July from
several hundred Boy The SALS Journal is published by the
Scouts who attended Southern Appalachian Labor School,
the National Jamboree
a grassroots non-profit
    organization dedicated to social &
{+${   
environmental justice
from the distribution
and workers rights.
 '    
SALS Journal,
Jamboree concluded.
POB 127 Kincaid, WV 25119.
SALS has
Phone 304-779-2772
now almost completely
www.sals.info
United Assoc. of Labor Education
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 (~/  *      
that began nearly 40 years prior. The new central of      (6:  
Kincaid. The move has impacted logistics for several
key staff people. As a result, Joyce Brown who lives in
          
    9 9     {+${
      * +  
Member and then later as staff. She prepared many proposals for funding consideration and will be missed.
SALS has applied for a license to begin a low

4       % 
=#%{       / proval process is lengthy but if successful SALS could
provide a new means of community information and
service.
In development news, there are several items.
{+${  @        #  
Investment Board for out-of-school youth training and has
  
~{X+ %>  tiative. Also renewed has been the national direct Ameri  ({/+     " ~{+
/ #    >  *
SALS has moved aggressively forward with Energy Audit
services. In fact, Energy Audits are now a key determinant of priorities in our housing rehab program. The
 [      '@   
 (X      
  able opportunity for people to contribute to SALS. Those
who donate something, whether cash, supplies, or prop      5]U' 
   ( '       
       tribute and this applies to both individuals and companies.
Anyone interested in taking advantage of this offer
should contact me as soon as possible.
In accordance with our new strategic plan, SALS
 '          
would provide home repair services and assist people
    #/    
the housing stock and provide employment opportunities
for youth who complete our training/education
+          * 
wish to thank all of you for your loyal and generous sup        
     +      *
we ask that you stay healthy, do good things, and remain
in touch.
Below are a couple of slide shows featuring activities
{+${x

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGVX7YaT4lo&feature
http://apps.facebook.com/tripwow/ta-06ca-c9b4-0abb?fbo
=1&st=fo_v_1387041629_1577978753_fb-pool-b
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YouthBuild News
by Kathryn South
This has been another busy year. Nine of the YouthBuild graduates in early summer were placed with the
 #    "   _)={{8{z/ 
youth were then placed back with SALS to complete some
construction projects that were started before the end of
    /         +         
             
and take advantage of the additional skills they are eligible
   +  
" >        +  %        
with enrolling in the new healthcare system. Now that the
&     4   ' *
low and middle income families will now qualify for insur   4   ' = 
      :]]*]]]   
for Medicaid in our state have already signed up. Even
though folks will not be able to get this health coverage
      *     
process in 2013.
    X   $ #>  phia regarding the YouthBuild program and how to better
keep track of all the important milestones that the youth
      {+${  > *
saw a few faces from the past who have been attending
the conferences since the DOL took over the program
from sites to take back to his or her own program to make
improvements.
         
have worked alongside our youth and participated in of    8 8'    
   #  "   #/    "   # =#%     
  #       +   
each team, the two locations get the food that is left over
from the time that the staff and youth were in the area
 #  / &  #  
great program and they have been a partner with SALS
for many years now. The people who get their homes repaired really appreciate the time that they spend with the
young people in addition to the home improvements.
  #    [     
afterschool program and all the other community service
programs that SALS does all through the year.
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Making the cuts before assembly - Boy Scouts volunteer
at SALS as part of the community service portion of their
national Jamboree here in Fayette County

After School Program News
by Charlene Newkirk
The 2013-2014 year’s 21st  + 8 + { >   {+${  
is in its last year of the current grant administered by
New River Health Association. The funding for this grant
decreases in value each year, so SALS began its program October 7, late this year, in order for funding to last
6
#        { 
children came early, only to be sent back home. Monday,
October 7 began with a whimper which in a couple of
weeks was back to the large group of students from Valley
 =#% > ) +    
 "   #      
of busy, happy children involved in learning and having
fun at the same time.

Bullying Awareness Week Activities
The week of October 7-11, was Bullying Awareness
 #[ ) %  +W :st  + 8 W+ {   {+${  "   #X  
#*   
bullying, what it is, and the damage it does to the people
  "      *
    [ # #*  *  #  
    )        dren who have died as a result of bullying.

Lights on AfterSchool
The Lights on Afterschool program was held Octo :5* [ ) %  +W :st
  + 8 {+${"   #=    *   / >  +  *
which was followed by two of our students, Tannell and
Teasha Green, who sang the ‘Star Spangled Banner’ to
  /  
     {  "  +    *
we had a tribute to those who have or had breast cancer.

Global Volunteers Worked
with our Children
During the fall, the SALS’ AfterSchool students
enjoyed homework help by a group of four retired middle
         
 ( &( / 
 
group of eight volunteers, which also included volunteers
from New York other locations.

Veterans’ Day Observance
/ + {   "   #  
Veterans’ Day on Tuesday, November 12, 2013 since
Monday, the 11th was a school holiday. As part of their
observation, they made thank you cards to present to
veterans in the community.

December Already?
Somehow, we found ourselves facing the approach     * "   #*

not as ready for it as the children were! Both groups were
counting days, the children for vacation and Santa, while
  ^      W   
the annual SALS’ Holiday Dinner at the Historic Oak Hill
School. The kitchen was a busy place as preparations for
   
 _  W   z
carried out simultaneously. The children enjoyed games,
gifts, and, of course food, cookies, and candy. As the
last van pulled out, the staff were suddenly faced with the
    8      +%  

Go to www.sals.info/donate to
donate on-line through PayPal,
or
Fill out a check and send it in
with the form at the end of this
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Housing & Community Update
by Vickie Smith, Construction Manager
Our year is coming to an end and we have accom
         *
proud homeowners, lots of people that are able to stay
warm in their homes because of our weatherization and
rehabilitation program. Our rental program did very well
       '  )    
awaits a total renovation through the HOME program.
       
that now adds to my housing management, supervisor
 /   {+${  @ 

tract for our customers. Our new locations both in Oak
% )6:#     
several locations.
Our food panties and feed-in-place programs are
much needed services to our community. The number of
              
  8'    #  
The Oak Hill Historic School site is busy as always
  W   @    
         #*
computer lab and tutoring for grandparents with children in
         #   
that keeps our mature grandparents from being able to
help school age children with the new web and computer
technology.
The Girl Scouts are also using the Oak Hill building
this year for meetings. SALS also was granted the honor
of being an organization to host work sites for several volunteer crews from the national Boy Scout Jamboree held
      
  
The accomplishments were great at both locations.
SALS community service embraces volunteerism.
        
serve the community in the vast manner in which it does.

Tax Credits Available for Major Donors
/     (/'
credits to offer donors that can be used for building materials, lawn mowers, weed eaters, automobiles , and even
houses just to name a few. These credits can be used to
     '  
 
state. So as you enter the New Year think about becoming
a donor and acquiring these credits that will both help us
and also help you.
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Housing Updates
by Ralph Shockey, Site Supervisor
     4
   
helped some wonderful folks this year and we want to
   x4  4 " #    *4 
4 *4 * 4  4 9 +*
we were able to work with the Boy Scout Jamboree by
working with scouts from all over the world including the
  {>   *)+   
time working with these folks and accomplished a tremendous amount of work.
May everyone have a blessed year. Remember, if
you get the chance to do an act of kindness for someone
chances are they will do the same. If we all give a little, a
lot of great things can be achieved. As those on our crew
      *C/   #4#  X 
 #D#       

by Lisa Manley, VISTA

Cleaning the gutters at one of our Rehabs

Green News
by Barb Painter, Green Coordinator

 * * 
 /
  
much going on I just don’t know where to start. Since this
#     C D  
     ({/+_   z4 
 *        )W
neither.
& $  )  #     
to the environment, how our activities impact the environ/     ^  
ment and consider how much we interact with the environlittle time. Anybody who thinks a year is a long time is
ment, at home, at work and in our community.
wrong. I hope that in the past year I have helped someone, made a difference in someone’s life for the better. I
 )         
     WC  

we need, purchase products with less packaging and use
   $ W D/
  
 '  
jump through, and guidelines to go by. I know I tripped on
.
the hoops quite a few times., but when something comes
 
  )   *   
together there is no better feeling in the world.
instead of disposable items, repair items as much as possible instead of discarding and buying new ones, donate
         items to charity instead of throwing them away, and most
    *   
of all, Recycle.
opener that was. There is a lot more to it than I thought.
Income guidelines, credit reports, and having to work with
Recycle anything that you can such as paper,

          ' plastic, glass, cardboard, aluminum, electronics, etc.
rience. There were times I wanted to just say forget it let
  * *         *    '   
>            
         
recycled materials and packaging.
It all came together and sitting across from the table
from them at closing made all of it worthwhile. They got
to bring their baby to his new room in their new house and
I learned that the saying good things come to those who
  >      

help do pay off.
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 #    )W    
our negative impact on our environment.

This fall, I assisted a local church in keeping this
green approach. A local church in the old Beckwith Ele  *8    * 9 >  *
no longer used to house volunteers. As they were getting
rid of the bunk beds in the facility, I contacted them and

     * ' 5*{+${
In addition to that, they were closing their clothing closet
and donated that, plus left over items from their yard
    #  {+${
Historic Oak Hill School so that the volunteers from the
+ {  >       
   '     
        * 
        # C  D *
    # x\]@6<\@6\<]
I have continued to work with the new houses and
         
      *C *   8 { \  D
 
      x=  
Department of Transportation to learn about biking tracks
and walking tracks so that families could enjoy each other’s company, be in the great outdoors and get healthier
as well! The training from the Department of Environmen>     
 
    4  8'>         
  + {+${    
     ~  ( 
    {+${  "   #*
SALS Historic Oak Hill School in Oak Hill, Upper Kanawha
( 8      *& "     *4 %  4% 
%+         
at each site. These sites will have a representative at
least one day monthly, until enrollment is closed in March.

Our Thanksgiving Harvest Food Drive went well.
        
 
      
      !  
   !  "# !   $%&  
!  !'    
      !      
    !(  
(  )  *     (
 
       !* (     
  !#(   ++ 
Resource Network.
*       
news releases for several of the holiday events that were
held at the Historic Oak Hill School. Breakfast with Santa
is always fun and we make it affordable for families on
lower incomes and provide pictures of the children on
 #       
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SALS Community Center
in Beards Fork
by Vickie Mullins
The sunny, warm breeze that was once in the air
is now cold, frosty and crisp. The leaves changed and
      == 
7th, After School program started for another year. The
   W    '  

they have been coming for years. Many were here dur    8 8' 
   
#* @   * '   
volunteers from all over the United States and a chance
to meet Scouts from the National Jamboree that was the
 '        
they had never had the opportunity to meet one on one
with Scouts. Their little faces lit up with laughter as they
'         
Scouts provided.
It’s the same kids, but a different program that

  '         
that began in October. In this program they received
tutoring, homework help, enrichment activities and a good
nutritional meal. The children enjoyed looking out of the
glassed pane windows as the leaves changed from being
green to the beautiful orange, red and yellow colors. They
got to go out and pick the ones they wanted to make into
a craft. They also learned about stream monitoring and
how the streams are affected by different species in the
water, as well as how the soil affects the water.
The instructors have been looking up differ             
invested in several Microscopes which the children look
at slides and different insects in a closer view. They like
#       '    
creatures are shaped. This allows them to learn the various aspects of the insects. As we move forward into the
new year with the kids, we will continue to teach, educate,
guide them into a bright future that will allow them to grow
into healthy adults.

Volunteering:
What It Means to Non
 
by Barbara E. Painter, AmeriCorps/VISTA
+ #   *      
volunteer is a noun meaning a person who performs a service willingly and without pay. After speaking with many
 *     
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opportunity to serve others, usually disabled, elderly or to
       @ 
organization, it is priceless; a lot of their services would
not be possible without the assistance of volunteers. The
world is not a perfect place and many people, animals,
   
 >   
meet the needs of everyone, but it is impossible without
      #   ence. The world can sometimes be a cruel and sad place.
Together, we can make it a little better, healthier and
happier. If assisting others is not reason enough for you
to become a volunteer, you need to realize it is not only
good for others, it is also good for you! You can make
new friends, gain new and important skills, make connec      *   
and self-esteem as well as see more of the world and your
community. You can feel that you are needed, it relieves
stress and boredom of yourself and others, but most of all,
it makes you feel that you have been a part of something.
 #@  #    
 *    x * *   '   * *  * **  *
  *  * @   *     
fond memories of helping others, themselves or of being helped by someone as a friend locally or abroad. But
most of all, it is a service that is very needed in our communities.
It looks like being a volunteer gives as much to
you as it does to others. That, my friend, is the secret
 >      
lead richer, happier and more satisfying lives than those
who don’t volunteer. Many organizations could not go on
without their volunteers.
If you would like to become a volunteer in the Oak
Hill area, we need help at the SALS Historic Oak Hill
{ (# { x\]@6]@\<;  " 
> x\]@6<\@6\<]  "  
 # *x(# 4\]@<<;@ << 
  9 X x\]@65@;<\  
in either area. Volunteers at SALS are greatly appreciated
 
     #   &( *
"{*    *+ {  >  
and many other groups this year and the area has been
        teer for SALS, please accept our greatest gratitude; if you
have not been a volunteer with us, please consider it. I
     '     
  
as it will be for us.

Keeping the Home
by Debra Spurlock, Housing Manager
The past year has been a very bad one for me and
   *    *
physical therapy, and many bouts with kidney stones to
the death of my mother-in-law with whom I spent two
nights a week with. I guess the number 13 in 2013 was
indeed unlucky for me. But along with ALL the bad, I did
have a few great things to happen. One was my daughter’s wedding. She found a great, hard-working young
man who would do anything in the world for her. I am
proud to call him my son-in-law. The other great thing that
happened was taking part in helping a family obtain a new
home. It was a long drawn out process which included
lots of phone calls, tons of paperwork, and many requests
for information. But it was all worth it in the end. The family was able to get moved in and all set up just in time for
         # 
that you helped someone achieve their dream.
      #    
that are interested in buying a new home. Many have
       4   
to be met to qualify for the program we have available.
The ones who have good credit usually make too much
money, the ones who qualify by income usually have bad
 *#      
Even though it is cold and dreary outside we are
already planning our summer repair program with the
+ {  >   &  * 
 &  #=     
staying at the SALS Historic Oak Hill School and Dupont
Middle School, working on homes in the surrounding
communities. I, along with many others look forward to
 >   #   / 
receive much needed repairs, they provide companionship, and they donate to our food pantry. A majority of
the applicants are elderly. They can’t do the needed work
themselves. They are very thankful for the work that gets
completed but they are just as thankful for the company.
They have someone to talk to and communicate with. As
for the pantry, by the time summer gets here our pantry
is nearly empty. It is a joy to see all of the canned goods
#        /  
us to help feed many families. The need for the food distribution grows from month-to-month. So any donations
are helpful and accepted.

  
by Dorothy Rudy
%   
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know that the older we get, the faster time passes, but this
is ridiculous! It seems I just wrote my newsletter articles
for December, 2012, especially about those VISTAs and
      [     '  
to be a part of them, when my VISTA term was suddenly
' 
\     *     *
]:\  '   #       
recovery and responding to grant applications. I felt I was
in my element and performing important work for SALS. I
       ' 
directions and I was eager to be a part of it.
         {+${
Director John David, my direct supervisor and friend, in
 {           
tender my resignation as both a VISTA and a SALS volun "   #      
people associated with it. And I will miss the community
"   #  *# 
‘settlements’ today.
As of November 1, 2013, I have been a part of SALS
_ {+${*  z  '   
+    + {    _  z({/+   *    
      * '  *  tion, and lots of fun and hard work, always on a short time
table. This was the pressure I truly loved and enjoyed
as a female engineer, Eastern Division Manager with a
$+   
 ager while banging my head against the glass ceiling in
 *X  > *    
"   #
  # 9 X *#   sponds to e-mails all night, every night. John and I had
   @    6x]]
about why I couldn’t become a VISTA volunteer. I was al +     6 :  
my belt and, therefore, unable to suddenly jump ship, so
 #*  ({/+  { @@{  ( ginia. If that wasn’t enough, I was to begin orientation in
about 3 hours that Saturday morning down at the Big Ugly
  *
 /%+/ =  *9 
won, but he knew at this point, if I disagreed with him,
not only would I tell him, but I also had good, plausible
arguments. So, unhappily, with sleeping bag, a change
of clothes, and toiletries in hand, I left for orientation at
Big Ugly, a location I was to get to know very well over
          *

dropped the transmission in my Blazer. This was Satur WX
#  *   

and, of course, no tow trucks would come to get my car.
Some didn’t even know where Big Ugly was any better
than I did. There was no cell service, just like between
Oak Hill and Montgomery, so I couldn’t call for help. You
can imagine how much orientation I enjoyed that Saturday! To enable me to get home, if the Blazer would not
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go forward at all, John and his wife Jan drove to Big Ugly,
          * 
followed me home. I was so glad to see them. I envi    "~  4 
     # / 
  #    '  
Then, at the end of November, 2012, SALS was
 
   ( { >   
 {+${  /   *tion with Trout Unlimited. The trout hatched from eggs
during the 2012-2013 school year were not raised successfully. Equipment failure of some sort occurred. As
a result of last year’s disaster, Trout Unlimited suggested
that SALS set up the aquarium and all related equipment
and run tests on it with the understanding, that if successful, we would get eggs in October, 2013, to hatch and
  /   #   *
SALS staff and the Afterschool children eagerly set up the
aquarium in the dining room, where all the children could
participate and watch. The aquarium was beautiful and
      * *  *  
    )    '   W
  #          
  
5    5   
      8    
be going well. The tank was insulated on the bottom and
\  
       
in which the tiny baby trout could hide. These attractions
      '     #

             lings to be acclimated, not only to water temperatures but
to the ‘stuff’ in the creek.
And then, it happened. So close to October. The
tank or the equipment apparently sprang a leak – and
what a leak! Artie, thankfully, shut everything off to avoid
  +     55
         
the meantime, I was out sick and couldn’t return to work or
assess the situation. So much for trout eggs in the classroom again this year.
Unfortunately for the project, the problems with my
health were just making it impossible for me to work, so
after taking sick leave and vacation, and I wasn’t any better, I had to admit I could go no farther. I quit. And I am
NOT a quitter. This really griped me.
I have so many wonderful memories and laughs! It
     {+${ "   #*
however I know that as my health continues to improve, I,
like Gen. Douglas MacArthur and Arnold Schwarzenegger,
  *  *C$$  D{+${  
and I am a part of it.
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Dorothy’s Thank You Testimonial
I really want to thank all of the past and present
 " *+   X {    
Most of this year, I have used it to get the garbage out on
       #   
house and down the steps.
No more. It is now being used to get me and my
wheelchair outside and through the neighborhood! The
bottom half, perfect for the scooter, now could have been
6   *       W 
done it twice. I am told to buckle my seat belt. No way! I
want to be able to jump free of the heavy chair, not have
 / :D' D   #  
on the ramp beautifully. The scooter can’t even run over
a pencil! My chair is like my old scooter – up and over al      >   
    :'6  *      
#   #*     
  W   #  
   *     

housebound. Thank you all so much. Now I am trying to
   #       
 #         
spending a couple of hours at work, so I can see how,
down the road I’ll be able to do more.
Thank you all, everyone, again. Dorothy

Solidarity Festival
by Barbara Painter, AmeriCorps/VISTA
4     =#%9 :5*
]:\{+${   {    
stately Historic Oak Hill School which sits in the middle of
Oak Hill.
Andrew Munn opened the festival singing The Star
Spangled Banner. One gentleman came to the festival
because he had been walking in the uptown area and
heard the music.
This event is centered on the birthday of our state,
and Juneteenth, the traditional celebration of the Emanci> 
/ > *    *+  
$*
       tant date for human rights and freedom and also to cel   
     +
New River Book sale. Books from all over were donated
   * 
      
books to interest everyone!
       * +

4*89 *)$ *8 > #    
 
  {+${  C  D
car show. There were several participants. The Best of
Show was voted by the attendees at the festival. Bill and
X {  #     :;\5   
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Barbara awards Bill Best of Show Trophy
 *  
 
The New River Humane Society was there with dogs
and cats available for adoption. Bobbie Gravely was there
providing information about why people should quit smoking. One look at the model of a smoker’s lungs should
make anyone quit, and the money you could save is really
quite a lot!
)   
  8'    #
    
    55/ 
  *   W)         
about resources for battered women.
Brandi Seabolt was there with information from the
+   > >   *  eral vendors had booths set up as well. Also included in
the fun was a silent auction with items donated by local
  *       { 
+ >  
 '    +
good time was had by all!

John David and Elaine Purkey at Solidarity Festival

SALS Needs Your Support Now More Than Ever
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are so needed.
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Go to www.sals.info/donate to donate on-line through PayPal, or
                            
We rely on our supporters and appreciate your help, support, and involvement. Be well, do good things,
and keep in touch! For some slide shows of our activities here at SALS go to these links:
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Thank you!
John David, Director
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Community Health Survey
on Impacts of Mountaintop
Removal Mining at Beards Fork
By Andrew Munn
This summer SALS conducted a community health
  "   #    8  %  >  /   
56]
   "   #     
a survey conducted in eastern Kentucky by Dr. Michael
%  ' ( ~ % * C>  %  ) +  #  
  44*D 

the Journal of Rural Health in March 2013, and surveyed
communities about their health and some of their back   %  'W     
own community health survey are a part of a larger effort
to understand how mountaintop removal and large scale
surface mining affect the health of nearby residents.
{ %  'W *     istered by volunteers and residents of the community. Its
goals are to provide a snap shot of public health in Beard
 #        *
clean water, and environmental justice.
{+${      [ # #*
Mercedes Newkirk, Kathryn South, Dustin Steele, the
= ( 8  * > +
Network all played a crucial role in the project.
The results of the survey indicate that there is a
higher rate of illnesses such as cancer and respiratory
 "   # 
   
 * 
 
the national averages. Here is a summary of the results.

Family cancer history (1+
family members with cancer)
Cancer
Coronary Heart Disease
Stroke
Heart Attack
Asthma
COPD
Rated health fair or poor
Work(ed) as coal miner
Age

Beards
Fork
68.2

KY With
MTR
60.3

17.8
17.8
13.3
13.3
26.7
22.2
42.2
22.2
55.2

15.3
14.4
8.3
15
22.3
25.9
49.4
26.3
51.8

The survey was initiated because of concern about
high rates of cancer in the community, so we took a look
at some of the correlations between cancer and other diseases and factors such as water sources and behaviors.
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Here are some results
CANCER
@=5  *F       
cancer.
@ ; 
# _;  
one person had two types)
- 4 were men, 3 women, and one did not answer
   '
@   
  :<   
diagnosis.
@=  :       
diagnosed with cancer. The person was diagnosed with a
skin cancer.
@/   <       #
>  >{X  
     
One with breast cancer and one with cervical cancer.
@ :<    #>  >{X  
' 
     =   #
cancer the other with cervical cancer.
@::    #>{X   
was diagnosed with lung cancer
- 1 of 1 people who drink from a spring was diagnosed with two types of cancer.
@5 5    #>{X     
diagnosed with cancer
CANCER AND OTHER FACTORS
- 3 0f 13 people who ate produce from their gardens
had cancer
- 2 of 8 people who drank water from their father’s
lunch pail had cancer
@]<          
cancer
- 2 of 11 who ate from garden, drank from lunch pail,
      
@6 F     
smoked more than 100 cigarettes.
KY No National
- There is a proven link between
MTR
tobacco use and cancer, but the other
48.4
NA
      
stream and produce from a garden do
not seem to have a strong correlation.
11.7
4.2
- 30 of 44 respondents to the
8.3
3.8
family history cancer section had had
3.5
2.7
a mother, father, brother, sister, son,
9.2
3.33
or daughter, with cancer.
12.6
12.9
- Of 44 respondents, 14 of their
fathers
had had cancer and 13 moth7.5
4
ers
had
had cancer.
27.1
NA

5.7
48.1

NA
38.6

+[8)+4$%{/=)8{
- The survey respondents had a
total of 91 brothers, at least 11 of whom have had cancer.
         # 
  
their brothers had been diagnosed with cancer.

Continued on page Fourteen
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Gary Fox, Continued from page Two
 8#)W           ]]]*&       
'       
     
          &  
no additional evidence, but Elk Run’s lawyers provided the
        '@   *   
    '     
skewed selection of evidence provided by Elk Run’s attorneys that did not include the positive pathology opinions of
X [   X  *   X >

 *    9 %#  
          >
Integrity. Based on the evidence presented by Elk Run,
            
of knowing that Elk Run had withheld the critical pathol  X [   X  *   # 
withholding the ace and king of trump in a federal black
lung claim.
)    
#  
and being able to get out of the dust, Gary had to con   #{'   *    
work because his breathing impairment had progressed
    %     

#  [   ]]6X ) 
    
# '   
found that Gary not only had complicated black lung but
also had a severe totally disabling pulmonary impairment
caused by his complicated black lung. In June of 2007,
the Department of Labor issued a decision awarding ben**8#)  
   & W    9 
2007, just two years after I became a lawyer, we not only
developed evidence to support Gary’s second claim but
also began a long battle with Elk Run trying to discover
      
  '  ions in Gary’s prior 1999 claim. Twenty months later,
after the administrative law judge had issued three discovery orders followed by numerous attempts by Elk Run to
avoid disclosure that included requests for reconsidera*    "  )  " 
 *         
   & W*8#)
         '    X [   X      
withheld in Gary’s prior claim. As a result of this discovery, the judge not only issued a decision awarding Gary
     8#)   C    D      
judicial process, and therefore, set aside the prior denial
   ]]]
&       C   
 D       
challenge his prior denial and more importantly, because
he hoped it would prevent the same thing from happening to other miners. He lived long enough to receive the
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judge’s decision but died of complicated black lung two
    5F
8#)  *   * "  
Review Board ruled in a 2-1 decision that Elk Run’s ac      '       C  
  D& W   *4 '* 
 
because she also hoped it would help prevent the same
thing form happening to other miners. The case is now
         +  
            
of Elk Run and its attorneys was cruel and improper, par   '  
   
was intended to protect the health of coal miners.
8  W x          
&    & W x
www.wvgazette.com/News/201312140044

MTR Health Survey, continued from page nine
@/       <6 *
 :6         / 
people reported they did not know whether or not their
sisters had been diagnosed with cancer.
@/       56   
sons, at least 3 of whom had been diagnosed with cancer.
- The survey respondents had a total of 41 reported
daughters, at least 4 of whom had been diagnosed with
cancer.
- Of the 397 respondents and their family members,


6;     * :<U 
total respondents and family members.
- Survey respondents spoke of many who had died
of cancer. The survey takes some of these into account in
family cancer histories.
)8=448[X+/=[{x
Both of the people who drink from springs reported
         
# *    #   
water in the area as it has been impacted by a long history
of coal mining.
The cancer rate among those who responded as
#    >  >{X ]U 5
respondents is too small of a sample to draw conclusions
from, but it suggests that a wider survey of those who
#>  >{X     #       #       
%+/[8/
           
residents and are developing follow up surveys with the
= ( 8     
of the follow up, contact Andrew Munn at anromu@gmail.
com \]@; @:5]6

Southern Appalachian Labor School - Who We Are
www.sals.info
SALS Community Center in Beards Fork
304-779-2772/ph/fax or 779-2280 or 578-5057

Linda Dillard
Jimmy Adkins
Terry Black

Custodian
YouthBuild Trainer
YouthBuild Trainer

SALS Historic Oak Hill School
304-465-4246 phone/fax

AmeriCorps/VISTA

    ""#
John David, Director - 304-465-9732
Debbie Spurlock, Housing Counseling: 304-250-7627
Vickie Smith, Construction : 304-640-3792, fax 469-9721
Artie Mullins/Kathryn South, Program Support
304-779-2772
Ruth Lanham, Administrative Assistant - 304-250-7627

Dorothy Rudy
Lisa Manley
Jeremy Bess
John Pinson
Ralph Shockey
Vickie Mullins

AmeriCorps/VISTA
AmeriCorps/VISTA
AmeriCorps/VISTA
AmeriCorps
AmeriCorps
AmeriCorps

‘Accent Education’ After School Program

$ 
Helen M. Powell
Marcus Wilkes
Rick Wadsworth
John David*

Project Staff
Kathryn South*
Vickie Smith*
Gary Zuckett*
Debbie Spurlock*
Artie Mullins*

Ruth Lanham

Chair
Vice Chair
Secretary /Treasurer
Director
jdavid@citynet.net

Charlene Newkirk
Tony Canada
Latoya Ray
Wilda Salter
Michaeleen Dorsey

Environmental Justice
Andrew Munn

*are members of the SALS Leadership Team
YouthBuild/AmeriCorps/DOL
ksouth@citynet.net
Construction Manager
vlsmith@citynet.net
Health/Economic/Enviro Justice
garyz@sals.info
Housing Counseling
dspurlock@citynet.net
Volunteer&Building Coordinator/
AmeriCorps
artiemullins@earthlink.net
Administrative Assistant
madelinelanham@hotmail.com

Site Coordinator
Project Director
Teacher
Foster Grandparent
Foster Grandparent

Environmental Health Clinic Project
" " "!  #"
G.E.D. Instructors/Fayette Co. Schools
LeeAnn Gore & Mary Lynn Flint
WVU Extension Service
$   %  # 
Casandra Bandy
Bookkeeping Team
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Yes,

% '( )*'  % )+  

  ( ;%<'% =++ ( % > @<%(QX ( )Z
contribution to keep your essential work on track and moving forward.
Contributions to SALS are Tax deductible: Mail to SALS, POB 127, Kincaid, WV 25119

Enclosed is: ___$50 ___$100 ___$500

Other $_______

Please send me a thank you gift..____$50 + Donors will receive a SALS License Plate, or similar item
E-mail______________________________
Name______________________________
Adress_____________________________
{
Telephone___________________________
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Give on the WEB at: www.sals.info/donate
SALS engages in solicitation to support the Southern Appalachian Labor School. WV residents may obtain a summary of our reg              
        !  
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Contribute on the web:
www.sals.info/donate

        
at SALS helping our community.
!      
Go to www.sals.info/donate to donate on-line through PayPal,
or
Fill out a check and send it in with the
          "
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